Draft Resolutions -NEC Meeting @ New Delhi on 13-14 July-2016.
7th Membership Verifcation
The NE held at New Delhi on July 13/14 -2016 appreciates all our BS/DS/CS and CHQ
office bearers for their hard work during the time of 7th MV, bringing NFTEs recognition.
The NE appreciates the support given by SEWA, TEPU, PEWA and other alliance unions.
The NE appeals to all our members and leaders to consolidate the gains fully. Rapport
with alliance unions and other friendly unions is a must. The NE records its thanks to one
and all.

2nd September strike
The National Convention of all Central Trade unions Federations of various industries
has given a call for observing Nation wide strike on Sep 2,2016 against anti-labour,
anti national policies of the Govt.
There has been a serious attack on all prime labour laws which were fought and won
after much sacrifice. The minimum wage of contract labours has not been changed
for the past 8 years and even the announced Rs.10000 is not implemented.
There have been attacks on CG departments like Railways by dismantling their coach
, loco factories and allowing the entry of private. The defense sector is thrown open to
US and other multinationals endangering the security of our country. The cheapest
pharma industries is thrown to MNCs by 100% FDI. Even the retail sector, real estate
were given automatic approval of 100% FDI.
Most of the profit making PSUs are under disinvestment process. Even strategic sales
are allowed in those PSUs. Interest rates are cut for the savings but the corporates are
given 5 lakh crore concessions thro’ budget. The farmers suicide are increasing. The
agricultural labours are rendered jobless and are in great distress.
In telecom, our networks are being dismantled in the name of Tower corporation/OFC
out-sourcing. In order to safe guard the interests of the nation and workers, it is our duty
to be part of the Sept 2, 2016 stike. The NE requests the Branches/Districts/Circles to
organize the struggle effectively.
Aug 9-2016 –Strike explanatory meetings
Sep2- 2016- Strike. As per the call of central unions

Up gradation of RM/Gr.D Scales NE-4
The NE held at New Delhi on July 13/14 -2016 dealt the issue of stagnation of
thousands of RM/Gr.D. The different alternatives spelt at National council were yet to
be considered and resolved. Recently the management committee approved up
gradation of executive scales. Unfortunately the issue of upgradation of RM/Gr’D’
scales to NE4 is pending. Our union has proposed on the modalities of DOP&T
guidelines that all RM/Gr”D” be upgraded to multi tasking cadres. The NE demands
the management to resolve the long pending hardships of our RM/Gr.Ds by onetime
up gradation to NE4 scale.

National Forum of BSNL Workers.
The NE endorses the formation of National forum with all our alliance unions. The NE
directs the CHQ to strengthen the forum by inviting the other non-executive unions
and Associations, unite and to have a broader understanding and settle the issues
that are affecting our employees and industry, The NE assures all the unions and
associations that NFTE-BSNL will be second to none in taking initiative for broader
mobilization on the issues that are detrimental to the growth of BSNL and welfare of
the employees. The NE appeals the unions like FNTO, BTEU to be the part of this
National Forum. The NE directs the Circle/district units to form forum at their respective
level on the lines of National forum of CHQ level before September, 2016.

78.2% IDA on pension and 60% liability
The issue of 78.2% for pensioners is settled now with its connected issue 60-40 liability.
NFTE CHQ has been a consistent fighter on this issue. When the issue of 60-40 liability
restriction was imposed, it was Com O.P.Gupta who brought the issue to the light.
NFTE CHQ has taken up the issue with DOT and stood for the withdrawal of this
restriction against the spirit of assurance given at the time of formation of BSNL. NFTE
has finally taken up the issue to the Prime Minister of India, who sent the issue to DOT to
examine. The earlier approval for 78.2 on July 5th has endorsed our stand of pension
contribution should only be on the basis of FR116 and nothing more than that. The
National executive held at New Delhi on july 13/14 -2016 appreciates the efforts of
NFTE CHQ and demands the earlier order of DOT for both 78.2 and withdrawal of 60-40
liability.

